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Abstract—With the development of computer network technology, the security network information has been subject to widespread concern, and selecting the encryption of certain information has become a method frequently used. In this paper, there is a kind of encryption and decryption strategy of character replacement based on dynamic conversion table. The video path on the website as an example to carry on the analysis, and the result is the show of the browser address bar are the path information encrypted, when the user to watch video. This can effectively improve the security of the video resource in website.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet technology and the Internet users in the rapid development, at present, the people use a variety of methods to ensure the security of network information [1]. The information encryption, decryption process become one of the most commonly means. There are displacement method and shift method in the common information encryption and decryption method. This paper puts forward methods is a kind of displacement method, where it use dynamic conversion table in the character displacement. There are the following three characteristics: the number of groups randomly determined in the table; the characters randomly determined in the group; the corresponding operand number randomly determined in each group [2]. How to deal with the specific information for encryption and decryption, this paper is going to elaborate.

II. THE ALGORITHM PRINCIPLE

The algorithm is characters displacement encrypting and deciphering algorithm based on a dynamic conversion table. The algorithm principle will be generated and maintained a dynamic conversion table, when the software restarts every time [3]. In the encryption of string, the software traverse each character of the plaintext and find the group of Numbers and the corresponding operation number in the dynamic conversion table. Finally it selects a kind of operator to process the operand and achieves encryption of string.

The specific steps of encryption:
1) The initialization of character array and operand array. The data in the array can be ordered, also can be disordered in their initialized state;
2) To determine the number of the group in the dynamic conversion table;
3) According to the array of characters and operands, the software dynamically generates the two sets of random sequence;
4) Using two sets of random sequences generated by the last step, the software respectively read the corresponding data from the array of characters and operands, and generates a dynamic conversion table. The format of the dynamic conversion table is shown in Table I.

TABLE I: THE DYNAMIC CONVERSION TABLE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of group</th>
<th>The characters in group</th>
<th>The operand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>group 1</td>
<td>char11, char12, …, char1m</td>
<td>operand 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group 2</td>
<td>char21, char22, …, char2m</td>
<td>operand 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group 3</td>
<td>char31, char32, …, char3m</td>
<td>operand 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
<td>…</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>group n</td>
<td>charn1, charn2, …, charnm</td>
<td>operand n</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5) This is a process about encryption process of relative path. Reading the string of the original path, namely "plaintext", and removing path every character in turn, then the algorithm perform the following operation: First the algorithm will traverse every character of the "The characters in group" column in the dynamic conversion table and record the number of the group where the current character. Then to get the operand related the group through the number of group and to select an operator combined with the decided operand to encrypt the current character. Finally, it will combine the encrypted character, which can generate an encrypted string, called "ciphertext".

This is a process about decrytion process of relative path. In essence, the process is the inverse operation of the encryption process. The methods used in this paper will sequentially record each the number of the group where operand in each character of the encrypted path, in the realization path encryption. Then, the software traverses each character in the ciphertext, and makes the following operation: to get the operand corresponding group to execute the inverse operation of the encryption process with the current characters, and then to combine every character of the decryption. After the end of the process, you can get string of the original path (plaintext).
III. THE ANALYSIS OF SPECIFIC INSTANCE

When the network users to browse the video site, if the address bar of browser shows relative path stored in the server about the current video, it will lead to the video stored in the web server will be free to download. Here, this paper takes relative video path of address bar in the browser as an object of study. The hypothetical premise conditions: this relative video path are not included Chinese. (Such as: ... / Users/Desktop / 1.mp4).

By analysis, to determine parameters of the following types:
1) The first is the type and number of the elements in the character array, wherein including elements: “a to z”, “A to Z”, “0 to 9”, “.” and “/”. The statistics draw that the number of elements is 64;
2) The second is the number of groups in the conversion table, here determines 16. At the same time also can be determined 4 that each group contains the number of characters. Here, the user can customize the number of groups, but due to the changes in the number of group will lead to changes in the number of elements in the group, and changes in the number of operands and the operator;
3) The third is the type and number of the elements in the operand array, wherein including elements: -11, -10, -9, -8, -7, -6, -5, -4, -3, -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, 3 and 4. Here is a total of 16. Here to determine the range of elements according to the type of operator.
4) The forth is the select of mathematical operator. The selection in the present instance is “+”. The selection of the mathematical operator can be combined with the selection of operand.

The dynamic conversion table that generated in the encryption process shows in Table II. The string of relative video path before the algorithm encrypt is “.../Users/Desktop/1.mp4”, while the string of the path after the algorithm encryption: 22RUshgsR@hscpieR×2pe.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>The number of group</th>
<th>The characters in group</th>
<th>The operand</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>k</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>z</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>M</td>
<td>Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>m</td>
<td>e</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>h</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>O</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>s</td>
<td>U</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>b</td>
<td>c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>r</td>
<td>u</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>n</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>l</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>D</td>
<td>t</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>j</td>
<td>K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>Q</td>
<td>q</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here is the source code in encryption function:

```java
private String encryptHandle(String tem){
    String sc="";
    //record the string after the encryption
    int operate=0;//record the current operator
    int lc=0;      //record the current character
    char [] ch=new char[tem.length()];
    //record all the characters
    for(int i=0;i<tem.length();i++){
        ch[i]=tem.charAt(i);
    }
    for(int i=0;i<ch.length;i++){
        operate=0;
        lc=ch[i];
        for(int m=0;m<16;m++){
            //m is the number of group
            if(table1[m][n]==lc){
                operate=table2[m];
                //table1 is character array
                //table2 is operand array
                break;
            }
        }
        lc=lc+operate;
        //realize encryption of character displacement
        sc+=String.valueOf((char)lc);
        //combined the character after encryption
    }
    return sc; //return the ciphertext string
}
```

The section of the code gives a framework of encryption algorithm, and each key statement has a corresponding comment. It can be seen that the one core section of the code is two kinds of character array: table1 and table2, the other one core section is the encryption process for the character. The above code segment use “+” which is a kind of relatively simple operation mode. Here, the user can use the more complex operator, according to actual situation.

IV. THE SCALABILITY OF ALGORITHM

The algorithm proposed in this paper has good scalability. The multi-level encryption is a specific extension application in all of application. The processes that the original strings use this algorithm to execute multi-level encryption show in Fig. 1. The principle of encryption is that the algorithm will take the last-level output string after encryption as the next-level input string before encryption and perform the next-level encryption. In this process, the algorithm will only need to maintain a respective dynamic conversion table in every level of encryption stage. The encryption process is consistent in every level. The string after multi-level encryption in the difficulty of deciphering will higher, therefore this algorithm also has a higher security [4].
In addition, the method mentioned in this paper applied to string sequence of character variables which consist of letters, numbers and other characters; it can also be extended and applied this encrypted thinking of the algorithm to other string sequence, such as pure Chinese characters string, a mixed string of Chinese characters and letters.

V. CONCLUSION

At present, this paper proposed encryption method has the following features: the first is the dynamic conversion table in this algorithm, not only each element and the number of groups in the table are randomly determined, but the operand and operator also can be randomly selected. It is randomness that is very strong. The second is that this dynamic conversion table can be dynamically updated. It will produce and maintain a new conversion table in the software each run, and realize real-time update. The realization of the above two points can greatly reduce the opportunity of success by using the dictionary data matching. It is play better protection role in the security of network information. People often use treatment, storage, and the data of the complexity to measure encryption/decryption performance of the algorithm [5]. If decoding an algorithm cost is greater than the value of the data itself or decoding algorithm need time than the encrypted data security for a long time, etc., it prove that the algorithm is secure.
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